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the three right hand positions in one patch:
normal, soft, jaco. additional articulations allow
you to conveniently and quickly edit your midi
notation or play in real-time. we have minimized
the use keyswitches, making the instrument
simple and intuitive to use. a sophisticated
algorithm to select strings in real time,
automatically selects the natural bass guitar left-
hand position on the fretboard. manual string and
position selection are also available. in fact, all of
these patches can be used separately. the
resulting sounds are unique and highly
expressive. acoustic bass guitar is the first
instrument in the collection to offer all of the
following features: a realistic and faithful
emulation of the sound of an acoustic bass guitar,
but with modern tonal and effects processing,
including: 1. a reverb guitar, including acoustic
and electro acoustic effects. 2. a multi-band eq
that allows for proper adjustment of the tonal
balance of the entire instrument, including
important midrange frequencies. ilya efimov -
retro bass- this library is a full emulation bass
fender bass guitar52. we recorded 12 dynamic
layers for each fret of each string with a variety of
playing techniques and articulations.the only
patch combines the performance of his fingers, a
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pick, and slap. in addition to the remaining
methods of execution, the patch contains other
articulations such as hammer-on, pull-off,
flageolet, blank sheet music, a slide-ups, slides
from any note to another along the string, a set of
ready glissando effects. also, the nature of this
library is fully legato. in order to facilitate the
creation of legato bass lines, the strings are
divided into groups of notes. each group is
assigned a unique color. a color change becomes
possible, when you shift a note into a new group.

Ilya Efimov Bass Torrent

the library contains an additional bass instrument
- the 'whistle'. it has six different holes on the

front, and the instrument is played like a whistle.
this library includes 6 different whistle

articulations: mordent, foreshock, slide-up,
staccato (6 rr), fractions, glissando, and frullato.

when you hold the button "staccato", all notes will
be played in a staccato manner. when you hold
the button "frullato", all notes will be played in a

frullato manner. it is ideal for all kinds of folk
music. the bass guitar is not an instrument of one

technique. the final result in a bass sound
depends on the technique and the sound played -
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on the performance itself. the library includes a
variety of techniques ranging from finger-picking,
slap, palm-mute, auto-mute. we have minimized
the use of additional articulations, keyswitches

and manual modes. all the effects are provided for
easy use. the librarys repetition keys make it easy

to play realistic ostinato bass-lines. fx glissando
will allow you to introduce new musical colors to
your bass guitar parts. multiple legato types are
changed automatically, depending on the first

note played. included, are several legato modes,
open string mode, chord detection mode and x-

note mode; for the convenience of composers and
arrangers! our bass patch library is designed for
the bass guitar and acoustic guitar. it consists of
170 loops and 20 single hits. you can use all the

notes from the fretboard and play in any position,
including the right hand on the strings. the notes

are grouped by keys, which makes it easier to
play melodies. you can also duplicate the whole
patch and use it as an alternative to a bass part.
the guitar patches are mainly for acoustic and

electric guitars. the bass is a unique instrument
with a unique sound. there are many guitarists
who want to get a bass sound on their guitar.
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